











Let ϕ : A → Rm a regular mapping with A measurable. Let f :
A → R a measurable function. f ∈ L(A) if and only if x 7→



























































































Find Lebesgue measure of A := {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 − xy + y2 ≤ 1}
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x2 − xy + y2 ≤ 1 is transformed into
1
2
(u− v)2 − 1
2
(u+ v)(u− v) + 1
2
(u+ v)2 ≤ 1
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x2 − xy + y2 ≤ 1 is transformed into
1
2
(u− v)2 − 1
2
(u+ v)(u− v) + 1
2









Why does it work? It is not a lucky guess. We have to start with an undefined
rotation of α {
x = cosαu− sinα v
y = sinαu+ cosα v
put it into the equation which defines our domain getting
(u sinα + v cosα)2 − (u cosα− v sinα)(u sinα + v cosα) + (u cosα− v sinα)2 ≤ 1
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Why does it work? It is not a lucky guess. We have to start with an undefined
rotation of α {
x = cosαu− sinα v
y = sinαu+ cosα v
put it into the equation which defines our domain getting
(u sinα + v cosα)2 − (u cosα− v sinα)(u sinα + v cosα) + (u cosα− v sinα)2 ≤ 1
Then choose the α which force to vanish the rectangular term uv. This term is




makes the job done
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It is an improper integral, but it converges
Gamma extends the factorial since
Γ(z + 1) = z Γ(z)






















































































































































Γ(x)Γ(1− x) = pi
sinpix
for x /∈ Z
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s x−1 (1− s) y−1ds
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s x−1 (1− s) y−1ds




s x−1(1− s) y−1ds





































































































2 cos2x−1 ϑ sin2y−1 ϑ dϑ
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2 cos2x−1 ϑ sin2y−1 ϑ dϑ
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2 cos2x−1 ϑ sin2y−1 ϑ dϑ





we are done putting s = cos2 ϑ
